There is always Something.

That Someone says is impossible to overcome.

Or achieve.

And Everyone, or at least almost Everyone

Begins to agree.
Every time this happens,
Cast your glance far and wide
And you will find another Someone
Whose eyes begin to glint
Whose heart begins to thud
His gaze is fixed on that which They
Are all hailing as the Impossible…
All he sees, however is a Possibility.
And for these special Someones

The invitation of the Possibility

Is all that matters

They don't run away from it

They run towards it

Embracing the opportunity

To write Their own history.
Sure They meet obstacles
And They treat them with respect.
For They know that obstacles too
have their use.
And that the use of an obstacle
Lies in being overcome.
Where others bow down
To the Impossible
As if it were a conqueror
They rise...
For that's the only way to meet a challenge
By rising to it!
They are not afraid
Of risking what was
Their success yesterday...
In order to meet with new ones
Of diving into the unknown.
Because, trite as it may seem
They know too that you cannot
Discover new lands
Until you dare to lose sight of the shore.
They understand the Power of The Possible.

Instead of being paralyzed by the difficulty, they look for the opportunity in every difficulty.

For they know too that words are power. And difficulty and opportunity are stories that they write.
It is this Someone
Who across the ages
Has made what seemed Impossible once
The mundane today...
When they said man would never fly
When they said man would never reach the Moon
When they said the Mile would never be run
under five minutes
When they said an Empire would never be
overthrown by one diminutive man
When they said anything of this sort
There has always been this Someone
Who has understood The Power of The Possible
And used it
To overcome the limits that humanity sets for itself!
We are the Institute for Generative Leadership
and we too understand this phenomenal power.
We have studied it,
practiced it,
and embodied it
in order to create inspirational leaders,
and results that matter.

We invite you to your leadership.
Experience for yourself
The Power of the Possible
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